[Variants of adenovirus type 5 with deletions in early genes: ability for selective replication in p53-defective human tumor cells].
Site-directed mutagenesis was used to construct human adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5) variants defective in E1A or E1B. Mutant Adel3 with deletion from E1A was markedly attenuated in permissive cell cultures regardless of the p53 status, and replicated efficiently only in cells of the complementing 293 line. Mutant Adel2 with deletion from E1B55K infected the 293 line cells and p53-deficient human tumor cells (A431, SW480, HEp2) with efficiencies similar to those of Ad5, whereas its replication in normal p53-positive cells was substantially limited. Thus, Adel2 proved to be capable of selective infection and lysis of p53-deficient human tumor cells in vitro. On intratumor injection, Adel2 dramatically suppressed the growth of human epidermoid carcinoma (A431) in nude mice. Adel2 is thus a promising model for designing therapeutic agents against p53-deficient human tumors.